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The FBI Retreats in shape and was suspendedfrom a The three good reports in the FBI file
balloon. This "disc" was sent to Wright at the time of the responseto General

As of July 31, 1947, the FBI was Field by a specialplane for analysis,t3 Shulgen all came from the Army Air
officially involved with the UFO phe- On July 9 the residentagent in Burbank, Force (AAF) and were the following.1)
nomenon. Agentswere orderedto carry Cal. called the main FBI office to report Two meteorologists in Virginia wrote
out intense investigations of reports that a fire in a nearbywoodshadbeen "We hesitateto makethis reportconcern-
which came to their attention,The Wash- causedby the landingof a "flying disc", ing our pilot balloon observations /n
ingtonoffice beganto accumulatea mass A further reporton July 10 describedthe regardsto a flying disc becauseof the
of UFO-related data. This would seemto disc as being madeof aluminum, about considerablenational skepticismregard-
be an ideal situation for an investigative two feet in diameter,and "having a sort ing the subjectat present.However,local
agencythat wanted to understandwhat of radio tube in the center of the disc." newspapersinform us that the U,S. Gov-
wasgoing on. However,on_ytwo months ernment admits no authority for such a
later the FBI left the center stage and By the time the FBI had agreedto ship or object and for its flights,Thenwe
began its retreat into the shadows.To investigateUFO witnesses(July 24, 1947 must assumethis strange object to be
understandpart of the reasonwhy, [t is communication to Gen. $chulgen), the foreign." The report goeson to describe
necessaryto cons{tierthe typesof reports files contained several more reports of several sightings. "Mr ....... (name re-
that the FBI investigated, hoax objectsand only three reportsthat moved)hasobserved,this strangemetallic

By the time Gen. Schulgencontacted could be consideredgood.Thesereports disc on three occasions through the
the FBI (July 10, 1947) the FBI had a will be referredto later. The hoax reports theodolitewhile makinghispibalobserva-
collection of newspaper clippings and included a report from Twin Falls,Idaho lion during the last six months. Miss
teletype messages,The first teletype rnes- about a "saucer within a saucerin the Baron (nameaccidentlynot removed)has
sa_lewas rather brief, to say the least, it manner of cymbals" that had a plastic reported observingit on one occasion.
read: "About 12 so-calledflying discs dome, wiresand "tubes similar to radio MissBaron'sreport agreeswith Mr.......
passedover Darlington, S. C. approxi- tubes." it wasabout 30" in diameter and observationsexceptasto the colorwhich
mately 5:30 PM today. Advise if wish apparently had some wiring bL]rnedoff shereported asa dull metallic luster.Mr.
details." _z Two other teletype messages and "looked as though somethingmight ...... last observedthis disc in April 1947
that had been receivedby July 10 were be missing."This saucerwasreported by (underlining by present author) at the
more detailed, but they were reports of a woman who ctaimed shehad heard a 1100EPibalObservationwhentheballoon
mechanicalhoax deviceswhich were ap- noiselike a collision in her back yard. t 4 wasat 15,000 feet. The_liskwasfollowed
patently typical of the hoaxesthat were for 15 seconds,apparently moving on
perpetrated during the early days of Another hoax object was found by Mr. levelflight from east to west to the far
UFOs. On July 7 a reportwasfiled from ...... (namecrossedoff} in Laurel,Md, He north of the station. The object was a
Schreveport,La. of an object that had calledto report that a buzzingobjecthad metallic like Chrome.shapedsomething
"Made in USA" written on it. it wasa landedin his back yard "and the machin- like anellipsewith a flat levelbottom and
disc which reportedly landedand smoke ery is still buzzing.''t s Still another oh- a dome like-roundtop. Thedisk appeared
issuedforth. It was found to be a thin ject was reported from Black River Falls, below the balloon, was much larger in

aluminum disc, 16 inches in diameter Wisconsin.It was a large, possiblecar- size in the instrument(sic; this may mean
with coilsof wire attached.The Army at board, disc that had a small propellor it appeared larger than the instrument
BarksdaleField retrievedthe discbefore attachedto the side.16 A disc found in packagehangingbelow the balloon), and
the FSI agent had a chanceto look at Seattle on July 16 was analyzedby the shined like silver. It was impossibleto
it.l 2 On July 8 a "disc" was found near ONI (Office of Naval Intelligence).It had estimate the height or speedof the disk
Roswel/, N.M. This "disc" washexagonal a hammerandsicklepaintedon it. exceptthat it appearedto he movingvery
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rapidly. Miss Baron observed the disk of 3500 ft. above sea level and the saucer may have been considered by the FBI in

when her balloon was at about 27,660 was estimated to have been at an altitude its decision to investigate, but in any

feet. All days observed were either clear about 1900 ft. lower. The speed of the event the suggestion of subversion and
or with very few clouds and good visi- saucer in the third report was estimated creation of hysteria by a "foreign power'"

bility." This report was received by the at 3690 mph. The weather during both of was definitely made (see Schulgen's letter
FBI on the 22nd of July. It stands out as the sightings was clear ('CAVU") with in Part I). Whatever reasoning may have

one of the highly credible pre-Arnold scattered altocumulus clouds at 6009 ft. been invoked to connect the "bonifide'"

reports. Aside from the early dates of the Both of the above reports were sent via reports with the hoax reports, the F91
sightings, one is struck by the detailed the Civil Air Patrol in Wisconsin to the entered the UFO "arena" with the intent

description by trained meteologists using Commanding General at Boiling AFB. to discover whether or not any of the
instruments to track and observe the There was no suggestion that the ob- UFO reports could be directly attri-

"saucer." One is also struck by the, in servers might have been mistaken or that butable to subversion. For example, Gen.

retrospect, amusing references to many they were attempting to create (inde- Schulgen asked that Kenneth Arnold and
sightinge of "this disk" and "the disk" as pendent) hoaxes. Byron Savage(an RCA field engineer who

if there were only one object of its type I have presented these three reports in reported seeing a disc in May, 1947) be
which had been seenon severaloccasions, detail to show that the FBI did have some investigated "since they were among the

It is clear from the report that the interesting evidence avaitable which could first to sight the alleged flying discs. He

meteorologists were afraid that "the disc" not be explained as simple hoaxes by the indicated that he desired that the investi-

represented foreign technology of which time the decision was made to investigate gation be directed toward ascertaining
the U.S. government should be made UFO reports. Although it wasn't the job whether or not either of these individuals

aware. They even suggested that the of the FBI to investigate aerial phe- have any subversive background and to

occurrence of flying discs might be sof- nomena, it was the job of the FBI to ascertain whether or not they had any
ficiently serious that if they sighted such investigate subversion within the US. ulterior motives for reporting these sight-

a disc again they should consider ending Thus, if a//reports of saucershad been a) ings.,,17 (According to a note on the

their weather measurements to observe clearly hoax objects and/or b) clearly document that included this request," a
the disc: "If sighted again, we wonder if mistakes of observers, the FBI could have review of Bureau files failed to reveal any
it would be a good idea to drop the concluded that there was no reason to derogatory information that could be

balloon and instead make observations on investigate. However, with a few good, identified with these individuals.") Many
thisdisc." detailed observations of what seemed to of the teletype messages to FBI head-

The second and third reports in the be real craft that exhibited capabilities far quarter and reports on investigations

FBI file by July 24 were both sightings beyond our own, the existence of hoax made after July 30, 1947 were headed
from the air in southern Wisconsin. They reports became more suspicious because "security matter - X", "internal security"

both took place on July 7, the second at one could argue that a foreign power and "sabotage."

1145 CST and the third at 1430 CST. le.g., Russia) was flying e new type of By the end of September the FBI fJ)e

Each was a two observer report, with an aircraft over the USA (for intelligence contained many reports, about equally

A.F. captain involved in thesecond sight- purposes or whatever) while trying to divided between good reports and poor
ing. The second report stated: "saucer cover up its flights by discrediting wit- reports/hoaxes. Many of the reports had

descended vertically edgewise through nessess by means of hoaxes. To be more been supplied by the AAF merely as
altocumulous clouds, stopped at 4609 ft. explicit, suppose John Doe (or Kenneth information for the FBI with no investi-

and assumed horizontal position and pro- Arnold) reports seeing a flying disc. gation requested. Many of these reports
ceeded in horizontal flight from a hori- Whether or not he gives a detailed de- concerned sightings by technically
zontal position for 15 seconds covering scription is immaterial. Then soon after oriented individuals (pilots, military per-

25 miles and again stopped and dis- many other people also report seeing sonnel, scientists). There was even an
appeared." This observation was made objects in the sky and also they report early analysis of sightings that had been
from an altitude of about 890 ft. above finding objects. Suppose, moreover, that carried out by someone in the AAF (no

ground, while the "saucer" was estimated the objects which are found have the name given). It contained 19 sightingsup

to be about 4000 ft above sea level. The same general shape as the descriptions of to late July, 1947, and broke these

speedof the saucer was estimated at 6000 objects reportedly seen in the sky but sightings into their various characteristics
mph. The third report stated: "Observed that they are clearly hoax devices. Then for comparison according to Date, Hour

in horizontal flight in a horizontal alti* John Doe's (and Kenneth Arnold's) story (local time), Location, Observer's Name,
tude for a period of 20 seconds covering is discredited, and the few discs that the Occupation, Ground or Air Observation,

22 miles. By the time pilot had removed foreign power hasare free to fly wherever Number of Objects, Altitude, Direction

his camera from the glove compartment they wish (as long as they stay away from of Flight, Speed Distance Covered,
of his plane the saucer disappeared and cities) becausethey "know" that whoever Length of Time in Bight, Deviation from
again reappeared approximately 10 miles seesthem will not be believed. A scenario Straight Flight, Color, Size, Shape,

farther along its course after 6 seconds as just described (Russia has real discs and Sound, Trail, Weather, Manner of Disap-
making its final disappearance." This flies them over the USA while "covering = pearance, and "Remarks." The analysis

third observation was made at an altitude up" the flights by discrediting witnesses) included copies of all the sightings ana-
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lyzed, but there was no conclusion ex- many from AAF sources, were flied by "SA pointed out to Col. G. that if it is

pressed. However, associated with the the end of September. Also filed were a fact experimentations are being con-

analysis in the FBI file, but not neces- documents giving viewpoints on the situa- ducted by the United States Government,
sarily a part of it, is an undated page with tion regarding "flying discs." All of this then it does not appear reasonable to

no signature which expresses someone's information played an important part in request the FBI to spend money and

interesting conclusions. The paper, which the decision of the FBI to end its official precious time conducting inquiries with
was very likely written in late July or in investigatory status. However, the FBI respect to this matter. Col. G. stated that

August 1947, reads asfollows: investigation might have continued any- he agreed with SA in this regard and

"From detailed study of reports way, if it hadn't been for "the last indicated that it would be extremely
selected for their impression of veracity straw," which I will describe in the next embarrassing to the Air Forces Intel-

and reliability, several conclusions have installment, ligence if it later is learned that these

been formed: However, first I would like to present flying discs are, in fact, an experiment of
(a) This "flying saucer" situation is some information which suggested to the the United States Government."

not all imaginary or seeing too much in FSt that it might be investigating our "SA subsequently discussed this mat-
some natural phenomenon. Something is own secret weapons. The document of ter with Col. L. R. Forney of the Intel-
really flying around, interest reads as follows:l s ligence Division of the War Department.

(b) Lack of topside inquiries (i.e., lack Col, Forney stated that he had discussed

of requests by top echelon military of- "Special Agent Reynolds (call him SA) the-matter previously with Gem Cham-

ficials), when compared to the prompt of the Liasion Section, while discussing berlain. Col. Forney indicated to SA that
and demanding inquiries that have origi- (flying discs) with Lt, Col. Garrett (Col. he has the assurance of Gen Chamberlain

hated topside upon former events, give G) of the Air Forces Intelligence, ex- and Gen. Todd that the Army is conduct-
more than ordinary weight to the possi- pressed the possibility that flying discs ing no experimentations with anything

bility that this is a domestic project, were, in fact, a very highly classified which could possible be mistaken for a
flying disc."

about which the President, etc. know. experiment of the Army or Navy. SA was "Col, G. of the Air Forces Intelligence(c) Whatever the objects are, this much very much surprised when Col. G. not
subsequently contacted SA and indicated

can be said of their physical appearance: only agreed that this was a possibility, that he had discussed this matter with
1, The surface of these objects is but confidentially stated it was his per-

metallic, indicating a metagic skin at sonal opinion that such was a probability. Gen. Schulgen of the Army Air Forces.
least. Col. G. indicated confidentially that a Mr. Gen. Schulgen had previously assured

2. When a trail is observed, it is ....... who is a scientist attached to the Air both SA and Col. G. that to the best of

lightl V colored, a Blue-Brown haze, that is Forces Intelligence, was of the same his knowledge and information no experi-
similar to a rocket engine's exhaust Cqn- opinion." ments were being undertaken by the
trary to a rocket of the solid (propellant Government which could be mistaken for

type,,one observation indicates that the Col. G. stated that he based his flying discs. Col. G. indicated to SA that

fuel may be throttled which would in- assumption on the following: He pointed he had pointed out his beliefs to Gem
dicate a liquid rocket engine, out that when flying objects were re- Schulgen and had mentioned the pose[-

3. As to shape, all observations ported seen over Sweden, the "high bi/ity of an embarrassing situationarieing

state that the object Is circular or at least brass" of the War Department exerted between the Air Forces Intelligence and
elliptical, flat on the botton and slightly tremendous pressure on the Air Forces the FRI. Gen. Schulgen agreed with Col.

domed on the top. The size estimates Intelligence to conduct research and col- G. that a memorandum would be pro-
place it somewhere near the size of a C-54 lect information in an effort to identify pared for the signature of Gen. Mc-

or a Constellation. these sightings. Col. G. stated that, in Donald, A2, to Gen. LeMay, who is in

4. Some reports describe two tabs, contrast to this, we have reported sight- charge of Research and Development in
located at the rear and symmetrical about ings of unknown objects over the United the Air Corps. Col. G. indicated that this

the axis of flight motion, States, and the "high brass" appeared to memorandum will set forth the character-

5. Flights have been reported from be totally unconcerned. He indicated this istics of the objects seen by various

three to nine of them, flying good forma- led him to believe that they knew enough reliable individuals. The memorandum

tion on each other, with speeds above about these objects to express no con- will then request Gen. LeMay to indicate

300 knots, corn. Col. G. pointed out further that the whether or not any experiments are being

6. The discs oscillate laterally while objects in question have been seen by undertaken by the Air Forces which

flying along, which could be snaking." many individuals who are what he terms could possibly be connected with any ofJ
"trained observers," such as airplane the observed phenomena Col. G. stated

All of the previous information has pilots. He indicated also that several of that when a reply is received from Gen.

been presented to indicate the types of the individuals are reliable members of" LeMay, a communication will be ad-
reports and the sort of information that the community. He stated the above has dressedto the Bureau."

was available to the FBI by the end of led him to come to the conclusion that "SA will follow this matter closely

September, About 60 non-trivial, non- there were objects seen which somebody with Lt. Col. Garrett and Gen. Schulgen

hoax reports, some from FBI sources and in the Government knows all about." so that the Bureau will be promptly
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flying discs, especiallyany information Preliminary informationonnewreports.
indicating that they are, in fact, an Detailsandevaluationswill bepublished

experiment of some Governmental ADVISORY_ben,v,,,,b,,.agency."

On Sept.5, 1947 the FBI receivedthe

following notefrom Gen.Schulgen:t9 July 4, 1977, Arlington, Virginia-Prior to a fireworks display, a retired

"In answerto a verbalrequestof your USAF Colonel, his wife and another couple observed two starlike objects

Mr. S.W. Reynolds,a complete surveyof for thirty minutes. Both objects moved at random speeds. They also ap-
researchactivitiesdisclosesthat the Army
Air Forceshas no projectwith the char- peered to be stationary in an irregular position during the course of the
acterieticssimilar to those which have sighting. The witness, who is presently an aerospace engineer, stated, "1
been associatedwith the Flying Discs." was fascinated by the fact that each object duplicated the exact motion,
(signed)Geo. F. Schulgen,9rig. General, course and speed of the other." Upon their departure in tandem, in a

USA; Deputy, Ass't. Chief of Air Staff- northwesterly direction, their speed was estimated to be that of a MACH

2. 5 plus. "The speed was so rapid upon their departure that the objects

This officially laid to rest the possi- appeared to leave trails."
bility that the US governmenthad any
deviceswhich couldhavegeneratedflying

disc reports, althoughthe possibility was December, 1977, Yoeatau Pennisula, Mexieo--A group of young people

againdiscussedin 1950.2o visiting Mexico attended an outdoor sound and light show at Uxmal

It is interestingto note the comments (the ruins of a Mayan city) during the month of December. While watch-

within the preceedingdocumentabout ing the show, the entire group, in eddition to others, observed something

the apparent lackof interestof the"high which caught their attention. They could see a sharply outlined object

brass", as expressedby Col. Garrett, flying over them. It appeared to have a definite circular shape with a
apparently with the concurraneeof Gen._
Schulgen. This information obtained yellowish glow about it. In addition, it was ringed with non-flashing white
from the intelligenceservicesassociated lights. Within a short time, another object appeared travelling Jn the same
with air force flying saucer "research" direction. It was first thought to be a part of the extravaganza that they

provides an interesting contract to were watching. However, when the group returned to their hotel, the desk

Ruppelt's claim 2t,2s that the "top clerk explained that numerous sightings have been made in that same
brass"wantedthe problemsolvedquickly area and no one has yet to identify them.
and that this desireresulted in pressure
end "frantic attemptsto find answers.''22
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